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Building teams of AI
professionals is tough,
expensive and risky.
Eliminate your overhead by allowing us to supplement as
your AI solution provider. We can build proof-of-concepts,
full-scale production solutions and everything in between.

Expensive
Hiring teams of AI experts is
expensive! The average salary of just
one Machine Learning engineer can
be north of $100,000 USD in some
markets. We have teams of data
scientists ready to tackle your
toughest problems for a fraction of
the cost.

Tricky
Practical applications in artificial
intelligence are relatively new.
Hiring the right people is difficult.
Sometimes a person's resume is
great, but you don't always get
what you pay for. Allow us to
eliminate this process for you by
delivering results based solutions.

Risky
Hiring people this expensive and
specalized is a huge risk. What if
they aren't as advertised? What if
your plan doesn't work? What if this
solution isn't profitable? Now on top
of the solution not working, you have
more headcount and high salaries to
deal with. Allow us to worry about
personnel so you can focus on your
bottom line.

AI Consulting Services
We're experts in data science and artificial intelligence on
various cloud platforms. Let us help you build the perfect
solution.
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Tell us your problem
Let's dive into the details together.
Our in-depth discovery session will
help you get to the root of your
problem.
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We build it

Once we know the problem and
you tell us the desired outcome,
we will build you a solution to
remedy your problem.
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Implement and Monitor
Once the solution is ready, we can
implement it in your production
environment and make it ready
for action. We can also help you
monitor and improve the solution
as time goes on.

Data Science Dojo AI Consulting Services &
Microsoft Azure Cloud
As one of Microsoft's first AI partners we are experts in all things Azure. We can help you build
almost any solution on the cloud and implement it into your production environment.

Machine Learning
Our team of data scientists are
ready to tackle your toughest
prediction problems. Let us build
you a machine learning model
that we can implement in your
Azure tenant.

Semantic Search
A company's search function can
mean the difference between
getting a sale and not. We're
experts in semantic search that
helps your customers get the
results they're looking for, not just
results with similar keywords.

Knowledge Mining
Not knowing what you don't know
can hinder your business. Let us
help you by creating knowledge
mining solutions that help you
organize and act on your company
data.

Reach out to us - we can help!
Data Science Dojo - AI Solutions
Call for more information: 1 (877) 360-3442
Ask a question via email: solutions@datasciencedojo.com
Learn more: datasciencedojo.com

